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SUMMARY

Sound wave propagation in a soft-walled rectangular duct with steady uni-
form flow was investigated at exhaust conditions. An analysis was developed
incorporating the solution equations for sound wave propagation in a rectan-
gular duct with multiple longitudinal wall treatment segments and uniform
flow. Modal analysis was employed to find the solution equations. The
analysis was used to study the effectiveness of a uniform (one-segment) and of
two-sectional liner in attenuating sound power in a treated rectangular duct
without flow (M = 0) and with uniform flow of Mach 0.3. The optimization
studies were made for a duct height-to-wave length ratio of 1.535 and wall
treatment length-to-duct height ratio of 3.43. The optimum predicted sound
attenuation was . compared with measured laboratory results.

Several two--element.treatment configurations were designed to reproduce
the optimization conditions and then tested. Good correlation was obtained
between the measured and predicted suppressions when practical variations in
the modal content and impedance were taken into account. Maximum suppression
was found to be very sensitive to the impedance components of the liners: a
variation of any one of the normalized resistance or reactance components by
+ 0.1 can lower the predicted peak suppression of 35 dB by 5 to 10 dB.

The analysis was then employed in a series of parametric optimization
studies, first, of the effect of the ratio of duct height-to-wavelength, n,
on the optimum sound suppression in an acoustically lined rectangular duct
and, second, of the effect of variation of liner segment length ratio on optimum
sound suppression when the total length of the two-element treatment is kept
constant. Two-segment optimized liners were shown theoretically to increase
the attenuation of sound as compared to an optimized uniform liner. That
suppression increase depends upon the q value, i.e., upon the frequency, and
incident source mode distribution. The most practical use of this enhancement
occurs over an approximate range of frequency parameter n (H/X) from 1 to 5.
Maximum sound attenuation due to a two-segment liner of a given length depends
upon the relative length of the liner segments. Optimum suppression increases
with increase from zero to slightly over one in the ratio of the length of the
upstream liner segment to that of the downstream segment. Maximum optimized
suppression is attained at, or slightly above, the segment length ratio of
1.0; i.e., when the two. liner segments are approximately of the same length.



SECTION 1.0

INTRODUCTION

Substantial noise reductions for modern turbofan engines have been.
accomplished with the use of acoustic treatment, or sound absorbent liners, on
the walls of the engine inlet and exhaust duets., The state of the art of
acoustic treatment design has developed to the point. where, if further gains
are to be achieved, it is necessary to investigate detailed flow duct acoustic
phenomena which cause one engine corLfiguration to differ from another. These
effects include the nature of noise generation mechanisms, acoustic propa-
gation through flowing air, and the optimization of liner sections, among
others. Such phenomena are not susceptible to the empirical approaches which
have served to develop past designs. An excellent survey of current jet engine
acoustics is presented by Nayfeh, Kaiser, and Telionis(l '

The basic theory of acoustic propagation in ducts with airflow has been
known for sometime ) but the correlation of the theory with experiment has been
scarce. The emphasis of this study is on the application of modal analysis
of wave propagation in ducts, with uniform airflow, to design acoustic liners
which are optimized for maximum suppression under a given set of constraints.
A design method is developed and the theory is tested by comparing analyti-
cally predicted suppressions with measurements made in a laboratory duct.

The model for the theory and experiment was chosen to be a rectangular
duct.. this simplifies the analysis and allows experimentation under control-.
led conditions. It is not without practical application, as well, since
propagation in a high radius ratio annulus is approximated closely by propa-
gation in a rectangular duct (2) . A major objective of the investigation is to
determine Hors detailed the analysis must be to predict . accurately.the physical
phenomena.

1.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the program was the analytical and experimental
evaluation of the multielement suppressor concept. The evaluations were
conducted at conditions of aeroacoustic fl.owfields representative of engine
fan exhaust ducts. The program was accomplished in two major Tasks, Task I
being an analytical study and Task. II an experimental program.

Superscript numbers refer to references contained in Section 7,0.

2



reopt.imi.zatia.n based . on revised . source . moda .l `char:acter
a revised design. In addition, such effects as sensiti-
characteristics and wall impedance were investigated in
is.e II.
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1.2 TASK I OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The objective of the analytical study in Task i was to develop a method
for finding the optimum design of a two-panel-element exhaust duct suppressor
employing step discontinuities in the wall impedance, given a sset. of sperific,
but arbitrary, initial conditions. The method makes use of the theory of
modal propagation. with airflow in an acoustically treated rectangular duct;
specific conditions for the analytical method are: (1) the duct is twc-
dime:nsional, (2) sound. propagates with. airflow of uniform velocity across the.
duct, and (-) the sound source consists of a discrete frequency, statistically
stationary aith time. A further objective was to use the resulting analysis
to determine un optimut, liner configuration under, a specified set J conditions,
to build and test the design in a<laboratory duct under Task I1 ,`and to
compare predicted with the measured suppression results. Finally, the scope of
this task included using the analysis in two parametric studies to determine 	 I
the amount of suppression that can be obtained with two panels havinj7 optimized 	 i
impedance components, one to investigate' the effects of the duct-height/wave-
length ratio, %, and the other to determine the effect of the ratio of the 	 !
lengths of the two liner sections.	 i

1.3 TASK II OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The objective of the experimental program in Task I1 was to .demonstrate
experimentally the optimized treatment design determined in Task I and provide
data for correlation with the analysis. The test program was accomplished in
two main phases, with a short preliminary test preceding both of these,

Prior to the initiation of the parametric design optimization in Task 1,
it was necessary to measure the modal source characteristicsof the duct
under the optimization conditions This was accomplished in a preliminary
duct .test in.a hardwall configuration..

Upon completion of the design optimization in Task I, the Phase I test
program was initiated. Six treatment panel hardware designs were determined
which would "bracke.t":,the desired impedance components.... These configurations..
were then tested in the duct for third octave transmission loss over a wide
range of frequencies and for narrowband transmission loss at the design fre-
quency. The treatment configuration showing the best suppression was then,.	 isubjected -to detailed modal . measu.rements..:

T{,c S,;o,.riirc of nha Phncta Ti roar nrnvrnm waG to imnrovP *innn the results
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k = w is the wave number in free space

cw = 2 rrf is the angular frequency	 {

f = frequency, Hz.

The solution of Equation 2 for the m-th mode of the acoustic pressure in
a single uniform duct section is given by the sum of the incident and reflec-
ted waves for that mode, i.e.,

	

J., + (.s-7 )	 .. K- -'	 )

	

pm(x,z) 
_ A-	

e 
ri	 j	 (Y+ 

^ _ r1–Q4— ) e r,} {. .
j+t 4ti (r– _f}^ 	 (3)

	

n	 1.1	 m ki	 m	 t1	 is i,

The first term in the brackets represents the forward traveling (incident)
wave, while the second one is the backward traveling (reflected) wave. The
+ sign on the superscripts refers to the former, the - sign is associated
with the latter.

The spatial part of the complete solution for the acoustic pressure is
the sum of the characteristic solutions

rVTi	 +
r +j i.x^(a- z j )	 i+ x	 -(j+1)	

xm(z- z j+1 ) 	- x	 (4)
P {x, z) =	 I Am e	 95m (Ym H )+ Am	 e	

',I m H)^
m-1 L

where

x	 = the transverse distance

Ym = transverse mode eigenvalue

M	 = transverse mode number

NM = number of transverse modes in the expansion

j, j+l = axial station indices

H	 = duct height

PM = modal expansion coefficient

$m = eigenfunction for the m-th mode

i	 = superscipt signs denoting the direction of wave propagation

The axial propagation constants K - for the forward and backward propa-
gating mode m are related to the flow Mach number M and transverse ei.genvalues

Y by

7
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+
+	 _M ±11 + 7(,2

1-Mz

(6)

H(1+cosym) {1+ sInym 
JY in

and the normalized antisymmetric modes are given by

-(1 -cos Ym) cos (mK ) + sin Y. sin(YnE)
(X) _

H
sing

 (1-	 M

Ym

The expressions in the denominators of Equation 6 and 7 are the normal-

ization factors obtained from the integral

H

CNORMm= Of pm (x) dx
(8)

For symmetric modes, it yields

CNORMm = H(1 + cosY^^)(1 + sinYm/Ym)	
(9)

(5)

The normalized symmetric modes are given by

(1+cos Ym) cos( Yx ) + sin Ym sin(	 }

8



and for antisymmetric modes

CNORAIm =	 i-i(1 - cosYm) ( 1 - sinYm/Ym)

Tha eigenvalues ym and the eigenvectors are determined from the wall
boundary conditions which can be expressed in terms of impedance ratios or
admittance ratios.

The boundary condition to be satisfied by the symmetric modes is

i	 1 - cos ym

f3^ -	 +_

(l-Mnk
m 

^ 	

sin Y m

and by the antisymmetric modes is

	

PkH w^Ym +

	 1 + cosy
	

(12)

sin y

	

k
	 m

where,

R is the duct wall admittance ratio (based on the 
e-iwt 

time periodicity).

n	 = exponent depending on the type of boundary condition

We set n = 1 for the particle velocity continuity wall boundary condition

and	 n = 2 for particle displacement continuity wall boundary condition.

2.2 RECTANGULAR DUCT EIGENVALUE DETERMINATION

The determination of the transverse eigenvalues requires finding the
roots of two complex transcendental Equations, (11) and (12). This car. be
done by graphical or analytical methods. The mapping of the variable ^kH
in the complex eigenvalue plane for symmetric and antisymmetric modes, at
Mach number M W 0.0, is shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

For every (physically possible) value of RkH there is a corresponding
sequence of symmetric and antisymmetric eigenvalues. Each eigenvalue 	

J

9

I

4t

(10)

(11)
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in the sequence falls within one of the regions delineated by the cross-
hatched lines separating the atode orders. While for Mach 0.0 the map applies
to all kH values, for Mach numbers different from zero a separate mapping is
required for each Mach number and every value of kH.

The roots of Equations (11) and (12) are determined analytically by
employing an iteration procedure referred to as Bailey's iteration method(4).

Given an estimate y j of a root of the equation

F(y j ) = 0	 (13)

Baileys iterative formula for computing a refined approximation y j+l of
the root from the approximation y i is

F(y.)

Yj+l ^ Yj -
	

F(Y.)F"(Y•)

2F T (Y j )

where j is the iteration index, and the primes denoLQ deriv; _ives with
respect to y.

Baileys method is similar to the more familiar Newton-Raphson iteration
technique but it has a higher order of convergence, i.e., it converges at a
faster rate than the former.

The success of an iteration scheme such as this is measured by its
ability to rapidly converge to the correct eigenvalues. In the present case
the eigenvalues are multivalued functions of the wall admittance and the
convergence to the correct root is critically dependant upon the assumed
initial value of the root at the start of the iteration. In the past, it has
been customary to start the iteration from the sequence of hard wall roots on
the real axis of the complex eigenvalue plane. Although these initial values
start in the correct modal regions, there is no guarantee that the iteration
path of convergence will not cross a branch cut separating modal regions.
This may lead to double eigenvalues and/or missed eigenvalues, since the
technique always converges to the eigenvalue nearest to the starting point,
regardless of the branch cuts.

It is important that the eigenvalue routine be as accurate as possible
in a program used as an optimization design tool, particularly when many
cases are to be run in succession. A special effort was therefore made to
develop an eigenvalue routine free of problems usually encountered in pro-
grams of this type.

12



The adopted procedure consists of dividing the modal regions in the
eigenvalue mapping plane into subregions, and choosing an initial value for
each mode in the appropriate subregion. The subregion boundaries are either
lines of constant magnitude of SkH or lines of constant phase of BkH. Typi-
cal examples of the partitioning and initial values are shown in Figures 5
and b for the lower part of the symmetric and antisymmetric mode planes.
Using these initial values, the iteration procedure is then performed at
M = 0 until convergence criteria are met. For a nonzero Mach number, the
Mach number is then increased from zero to its final value in small incre-
ments, using the converged eigenvalues from the previous Mach number as
initial values in the next step. This is done for both positive and negative
Mach numbers at the same time, since the respective eigenvalues are needed
for both forward and backward traveling waves.

The assumption used in the above procedure is that the eigenvalues shift
continuously as a function of Mach number. Results of the program and previous
experience in modal mapping appear to confirm this continuity even though the
mapping of cases with the flow may be different from the M = 0 case, partic-
ularly for low values of kH and continuity of particle displacement boundary
condition. Checkout of the eigenvalue routine for several 3kH values and
flow Mach numbers has indicated it to be a reliable, accurate, and rapidly
convergent calculation. It is not infallible, however, and certain combina-
tions of parameters may still cause convergence problems. Since the accuracy
of the solution is very sensitive to the eigenvalues, each case must individ-
ually be checked for convergence or the occurrence of double eigenvalues.

2.3 DUCT SOURCE DETERMINATION

The duct propagation analysis requires knowledge of the pressure modal
distribution over at least one plane in the duct. The complex modal coeffi-
cients must be obtained, such that they contain both relative phase and
magnitude information.

If it is desired to compare the results of the program with a rectangular
flow duct experiment, it is necessary to perform a modal measurement at the
planes designated as source planes. This consists of measuring acoustic
pressure cross-spectra between a stationary reference microphone and a micro-
phone which can be traversed across the duct. The cross-spectral density,
at a given frequency, as a function of distance across the duct, is then
expanded in duct modes as

DTP1

S (w, X)	
Ai	 ('r3 ,)+ A; ^ (';^	 H}	 (15)

If the modal measurement is performed over a hardwall section of the duct,
the forward and backward eigenvalues are the same, so that Equation (15)
can be written

13
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I A-) ^ 4 (J n H)	
(16)

Thus, the coefficients which present the sum of forward and backward traveling
waves can be determined by standard Fourier methods.

The system matrix can be written to allow this interpretation of the
source vector as a superposition of forward and backward traveling waves.

The eigenvalues with flow over a softwall section of duct are different
in the forward and backward direction, so that in this case a variation of
the procedure is required. We multiply Equation (15) successively by

OZ (YZ H) and ^^ (YQ H)	 (17)

and integrate from zero to H. This gives two sets of equations,

NM rr̂H 	 H

s(w, X ) ^EYR )dx 
= i ^'^1 

Jo ¢i EYI a) Ẑ (YZ H)dt A^ f ĵ EYE	 ) (	 )	 (1s)

^-

and

1+3t^	 rH 	^ H

S(W,x),p (YR H)dx = 
i ^"^ f ¢j W a o 

u, H)dx + Aj Jo 01 EYI	
) E R )	 (19)

j^	 i

	which can be solved for the A+ and the A,, since the integrals can be carried 	 'l
out.	 >	 >	

1

`i

The theory behind the modal measurement requires the experimental deter-
mination of the complex acoustic pressure profile as a function of x across
the duct at given frequencies of interest. At a given frequency, the modal
coefficients are determined by a modal decomposition of S(m,x) in Equation
(15) using standard Fourier analysis-type techniques. The magnitude and
phase of S(w,x) are determined at a number of immersions by measuring the
cross-spectral density between a moveable probe in the duct and a reference
microphone fixed in the wall of the duct. The experimental setup for a
rectangular duct is shown schematically in Figure 7.
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The cross-spectral density of two signals is the product of the Fourier
(time) transforms of the two signals in the form t

4

SrP(W,r'xP)	
_	 Pz (x ' w ) Pp(xp,w) (20)

where
-t:j,

pr (xr ,w) = reference microphone pressure signal

pp (xp ,cu) = probe pressure signal i

xr ,xp 	= positions of reference microphone and probe
i

m	 = angular frequency, radians/second

.	 The bar denotes.Fourier transform with respect to time, and the asterisk i
denotes complex conjugate. 	 If we make the modal measurement in a hardwall
section of duct, the Fourier transform of Equation (16) gives

CO

P(x,w)	 =	 L^ C^ (w) 0 j (Yj X) {21)

J=O

where

Cj = A. + A. (22)

Combining this with Equation (20), we get

W	 F 00

S r (w, x) =	 Cn(w) [Y' C j (;C) ^^(Y
j	) (23)

i

n=Q	 j=0 I

The first sum on the right hand side is constant with respect to x, so that,
if we let

m

Bj (w) = Cj W E cnu)j (24)
n=o	 _]
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r	 ^	 ,

we can write

SrpCu,,x) _ ..E B) 4, (,^, j . ) 	(25)

j ^o

The left side of this expression is obtained from measurement, and the B. are
then obtained from analysis. Since the Bj are proportional to the CV , th
relative magnitude and phase of the modal coefficients can be determined in
this manner.

2.4 . MATRIX SOLUTION METHOD

The two-dimensional characteristic waves propagating in the duct combine
to yield the resultant wave (Equation 4). The amplitude of the resultant
wave is the complex sum of the amplitudes of the characteristic waves. It is
convenient to represent mul.timodal acoustic propagation in a multisectioned
duct in the form of matrix equations. This is similar to the approach
employed by Zorumski(5,6).

In the multielement duct, the finite duct sections are interconnected.
Correspondingly, the characteristic duct solution (Equation 4) applied to
each finite section muse include acoustic coupling effects between the
respective duct sections, i.e., the propagating wave must include trans-
mission and reflection effects at the appropriate transverse planes of
longitudinal wall impedance discontinuities. Figure 8 shows schematically
a two--element duct with the indicated transverse planes.

_	 f
The condit.ion.for acoustic Rressure continuity. across a plane..of axial. 	

i

	

impedance discontinuity at z j	zj+]_ is, in victor form, 	
j

T.	 T

(26)

(1+1)	 +(a+1)	 (^+l) T	 0+1){ 3 . -	 }	
{A	 }-j- {	 }	 {AW

For the axial component of acoustic velocity_, the continuity condition is

(27)

	

(j+1} T — +(j+1)	 ^(j+1) 	- (j+l) T	 _-(j+l) A (j+l)
z	 z,

18
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where, with the sign of the superscripts indicating direction of wave propa-
gation,

( ^±j I = vector of eigenfunctions, plane j

(A`i } = modal solution vector at plane j

T = superscript designating the transpose of a matrix.

The elements of the axial impedance matrices are given by

^Zj (1,3) ^	
^d	

dIJ
+j	 (28)

k --MJ

where 611 is the Kronecker delta.

611 = 1, for I = J

6 1 0, for I j J

By multiplying Equations (26) and (27) by

f¢ +(j+l)  }	 (29)

and integrating across the duct, we obtain

;A-{-(3+1) } = [j ; !j+l ) I +j ] (A+j } + [R+ ( j+') ' - (j+1) ] (A-(j+l) )	 (30)

where [T] is a transmission matrix from planes j to j+l and [R] is a reflec-
tion matrix at plane j+l. Thus, this equation relates the forward traveling
wave at plane j+l to the combination of the forward traveling wave transmitted
through the discontinuity from plane j and the reflection of the discontinuity
from the backward traveling wave at plane j+l.

Similarly, by multiplying Equations (26) and (27) by

(	 ] )
	

(31)

and integrating across the duct, we obtain

s



t	 <	 i

	

{A j } = [T-j: (j+l) ] {A-(j+1) } + {R-j;4-j ] {A+j }	
(32)

Equation (32) relates the backward traveling wave at plane j to the backward
traveling wave at plane j+l transmitted through the discontinuity and the
forward traveling wave at plane j reflected from the discontinuity.

The forward traveling mode at plane j and the backward traveling wave at
plane j+l,

[A +j } , ( A-Q+l) )	 (33)

are determined by considering the propagation through uniform sections to the
left and to the right of the plane of discontinuity.

The matrix equation relating the solution at plane j-1 to the solution
at plane j, in the forward direction, is (referring to Figure 8).

{A_H } - [ U+j '+ Q - 1 ) ] {A+(J-l) 't 	 (34)

where the elements of the uniform section transmission matrix [U] are given
by

U+j'+(j-1) (Ili) w d	 eiK+^z'-z'IJ	 d-1)	 (35)

The matrix equation relating the solution at plane j+2 to the solution at
plane j+l, in the backward direction, is

{A (1+1) } = E
	

(j+1), -(j+2)1 {A--(j+2) }

(36)

where,

U- (j+1),-( j+2) (1^^) = 611 ei1ci(zj+1	zj+2 )	 (37)

Similar equations apply to the backward-traveling wave in the left section
and the forward-traveling wave in the right section.
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PU 
c2 < P2> 

+ U 
< Pvz > + P 0  <v z >

O	 C
I  

= < Pvz> + (40)

By combining Equations such as (30), (32), (34), and (35), one obtains
a set of matrix equations which interrelate the solutions at all planes
(note that each uniform section has two planes, one at each end) between the
source and duct termination. If, in addition, two equations are written
establishing the modal source input and reflection matrix at the source
plane, and the reflection matrix at the termination plane, one obtains a
complete set of equations for the solution vectors at each plane. By stack-
ing the solution vectors at each plane into one large overall solution
vector, a matrix equation is obtained relating the solution vector to the
source vector in the form

[ S ] { A} = (Q)	 (38)

where [S] is the system matrix comprised of transmission, reflection, and
uniform section matrices stacked into the appropriate blocks, {A} is the
stacked modal solution vector, and {Q} is the stacked modal source vector.
It is not necessary to locate the source plane at the end of the duct; it
can be arbitrarily located by stacking the source modal participation into
the appropriate partition of the source vector.

The solution of Equation (38), indicated symbolically by

[Al = [S]-1 {Q}	 (39)

provides the modal participation at each plane, for both forward and backward
traveling waves. The order of the system of equations to be solved is the
number of planes multiplied by the number of modes used in the expansion
(held constant at each plane) times two (for forward and backward traveling
waves). Complex arithmetic is used throughout.

Two indicators can be used to gauge the accuracy of the solution. First,
the acoustic pressure or velocity profiles can be reexpanded at planes
adjacent to an axial discontinuity to check for continuity. Second, the
energy flux at adjacent planes can be calculated to check for energy balance.

2.5 ENERGY FLUX

The expression for the acoustic energy flux in a duct with uniform sub-
sonic mean flow (IMI <l ) contains terms representing the ao-flow acoustic
energy flux and convected kinetic and potential acoustic energies. The axial
component of the acoustic intensity, i.e., the acoustic power flux per unit
area, is given by(7)
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where

v
z
 = axial component of acoustic velocity

U = mean flow velocity in the axial direction

po = density of air

The brackets <> designate time averages.

Making use of the momentum equation relating acoustic pressure and velocity
and considering modal acoustic intensity, one gets expressions for the
intensity for the cases of

a. the forward traveling wave modes

	

p+ (p
+ )	 ++	 x

	

fz{m, n ) = Re - 2p ^	 ^ K n } (1+M2+ICI ^ ) + M	 (41)
	o 	 k	

k

b. the backward traveling wave modes

	

tm:n) -
Re p2(pc)	

lK_ (14 .1,?-+M Km ) + M	 (41)

o	 k	 k

where m and n are modal indices and the asterisk denotes the complex
conjugates.

The corresponding modal energy fluxes, Ez(m,n) and E ^ (m,n) are obtained
by integrating the respective modal intensities (41) and ^42) over the duct
cross-sectional area, i.e.,

f

h

EZ( m,n) 	 IZ(m,n)dx	 (43)

0

and

fhEz (m,n) = 	 Iz(m,n)dx	 (44)

0
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The total energy flux in the forward and backward direction is calculated
from Equation (43) and (44) by performing double summations over all modes.
The net energy flux at any cross-sectional duct plane is the algebraic sum
of the total forward and backward energy flux.

The analysis determines the modal energies for forward- and backward--
traveling waves at the planes of discontinuity, as well as the modal energy
sums and the net energy flux. This allows investigation of energy transmission
and reflection effects at duct section interfaces.

The overall suppression is composed of the combined attenuation of
individual modes, each at a particular level of participation. The
individual mode attenuation rates are given by the imaginary part of the
propagation constant, Equation (S), which can be written as

Km = 0  f i T 	 (45)

The attenuation rate for each mode is, then,

Att = -8.686 -r K	 (46)
m

where the units are dB per unit duct height.
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.;RCTTON 3.0

PRELIMINARY OPTIMIZATION STUDIES

The analysis was applied to optimize the design of a two-element suppres-
sor for test in a laboratory duct test facility. The method used was to
determine the impedance components of each element, both resistance and
reactance, which would yield the maximum suppression for the test conditions

to be imposed in the experiment.

3.1 SPECIFIED CONDITIONS

The conditions used for the optimization study were as follows:

a	 Rectangular duct geometry as shown schematically in Figure 9
The height between treated sections was 26.7 cm (10.5 in.); the
duct width was 10.2 cm (4 in.); the total treated length was
91.4 em (36 in.), equally divided for each of the two treatment
panels. This resulted in a total treatment length/duct height
ratio of 3.43.

®	 Design frequency of 2000 Hz with input modal energy distribution
as determined by measurement in the test facility. This included
both no-flow and flow at 0.3 Mach number.

This choice of design frequency resulted in a duct height/wave--
length ratio of 1.535 so that at least two higher-order modes
were cut-on for the no--flow condition; at least one more was
cut-on with flow. Thus, counting the lowest order mode, four modes
could propagate with flow in the hardwall duct. More could
propagate depending upon the treatment impedance components
(to be determined by the analysis). As noted in Section 4.1,
the sound source was deliberately set off-axis to excite higher

order modes.

r	 Input modal energy distributions (modal expansion coefficients)
shown in Figure 10 for no-flow and in Figure 11 for flow at 0.3
Mach number. These distributions were determined experimentally
for the untreated, hardwall duct. Note that the distributions
are substantially different with and without flow. Thus, the
optimized impedance components derived from the analysis include
more than simple flow convection of the acoustic wave. Also note
that some energy in cut-off modes is present at the source, but
the cut-on modes dominate in both cases.

In the analysis, seven modes were included in the energy balance.
Continuity of particle displacement was used for the wall boundary. Since
the tests were conducted with an air supply at room temperature, standard
atmospheric conditions were assumed.
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3.2 ITERATIVE OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE

The analysis was used to estimate the optimum effectiveness first, of a
uniform liner, and then, of a two--segment liner for the specified geometry,
frequency, and source conditions. The uniform treatment involves only two
parameters (the two impedance components), but the two-sectional liner
requires that four parameters (two impedance components for each liner
segment) be varied.

An iterative optimization procedure was used, as outlined below:

The best uniform liner was found by parametrically varying its
impedance components.

Figures 12 and 13 show the calculated suppression as a function
of normalized reactance and resistance respectively, for the no-
flow case; maximum attenuation of about 28.2 dB occurs for Z/pc =
1.25 - 1.651.*

Figure 14 shows contour plots of constant attenuation in the
uniform liner impedance plane at Bach 0.3 flow; maximum atten-
uation of about 21.6 dB occurs for Z/pc = 0.9 - 1.0i. This is
markedly less than that predicted for no-flora conditions.

a	 Using the impedance of the optimized single-element liner for
the downstream segment, the impedance components (resistance
and reactance) of the upstream liner segment were varied until
peak suppression was attained.

At M = 0, a maximum attenuation of 29.2 dB is predicted (first
segment impedance ratio Zl/pc = 1.15 -- 1.81, followed by Z2 =
1.25 - 1.65i). At flow of Mach 0.3, the maximum attenuation is
predicted to be 22.4 dB (Z1/pc = 0.9 - 1.2i and Z2/pc = 0.9 - 1.0i).
The associated contour plots of constant attenuation of the two-
segment liner in the impedance ,)lane of the first segment are shoran
in Figure 15.

6	 The impedance of the upstream liner segment was unchanged while
the impedance components of the downstream segment were varied.

in this step for the no-flow case, a peak suppression of 32.2 dB
was calculated (Zl/pc = 1.15 - 1.8i and Z2/nc = 1.33 -- 1.351).
Correspondingly, a peak suppression of 25.2 dB was predicted for
the case with Mach 0.3 flow. (Zl/oc = 0.9 - 1.2i and Z2/pc = 0.9 -
0.81) as shown in Figure 16.

Note: The normalized impean es given in this report are all referred to the
more conventional a 

zw 
form. This is the complex conjugate of the

value which is used in the theoretical analysis.
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The alternating iterative procedure of the preceding two steps was
repeated until the impedance changes yielded less than one dB
increase in suppression..

Having achieved the latter, the corresponding values of the resis-
tance and reactance ratios were varied by ± 0.1 each to ascertain
that the predicted suppression was indeed near or at a maximum.

3.3 RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION

The predicted peak suppressions, and the associated impedance components,
at the conclusion of each iteration without and with flow are listed in Tables
I and II, and shown graphically in Figures 17 and 18, respectively. Bar
graphs of the predicted peak suppressions from each iterative step are shown
in Figures 19 and 20.

The final result for the optimized Wo--segment liner without flow is about
39.0 dB, an increase of 10.8 dB over the optimized uniform liner suppression
of 28.2 dB. Pith flow the result is 29.3 dB versus 21.6 dB for the uniform
liner.	 1ii

In all cases considered, maximum suppression occurred at negative teat
Lances of both liner segments. In the course of the iteration for the case
without flow, the resistance ratio of the first liner segment decreased from
the single-element optimum value of 1.25 to 0.85. Its reactance also decreased
from -1.65 to --1.85 (an increase in absolute value). The resistance and reac-
tance of the second liner segment increased. The farmer underwent a moderate
increase from 1.25 to 1.35, while the latter changed more rapidly from --1.65
to --1.04 (a decrease in absolute value from 1.65 to 1.04).

For the case with flow of Mach 0.3, the changes in the liner segment
Impedance ratio components followed similar trends as in the case of M = 0.
This is shown in Figure 21.

I?hile. the. resistance. of the first liner segment decreased somewhat (from i
0.9 to 0.7) in the course of the iterations, the absolute value of its reac-
tance increased (from 1 to 1.37). The resistance of the second segment
remained unchanged (0.9), the absolute value of its reactance decreased from
1.0. to 0.. 7.

i
Although the approximate design procedure of dividing the respective

resistance and reactance values at X = 0 by the factor (1+M) , with iii = 0. 3,
does . not yield the corresponding exact values-of the liner segment resistances
and reactances at M 0.3, it produces the expected trends. The I M+X)
factor would be obtained from the continuity of particle velocity assumption,
and is also the value obtained from empirical results. Based on continuity
of. particle displacement, a factor of. 	 would. be .chosen. ..	 !

For an optimized two--element treatment arrangement, the final value of
impedance requires a thinner liner element with a higher faceplate porosity	 j
for the first liner segment than for the second . one,
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Table 1. Summary of Rectangular Duct Propagation Program Liner. Optimization, Mach 0.0.

f = 2000 Hz Ti.= 0.0	 L1=L2 45.72cm (18") L	 L +L H /^L	 1.535 L/H r 3,43

ZI/ P c Z2/Pc

-^

7
L1 ---^}<	 2 --^ {

M & Sound

Iteration Upstream Section Downstream Section 	 Total
Number Impedance Ratio Impedance Ratio AdB

Z1/PC Z2/Pc

1 1:.25 - 1.65i 1.25 - 1.651 -28.2 (Single Element Optimum)

2 1.15 -- 1,80i: 1.25 - 1.651 -29.2 (iterate on Z1/Pc)

3 1.15 - 1.80i 1.33 -- 1.351 --32.2 (Iterate on Z2/Pc)

4 1.0	 - 1.83i 1.33 - 1.351 -34.2 (Iterate on Z1/Pc)

5 1.0	 - 1.83i 1.35 - 1.151 -36.2 (Iterate on Z2/Pc)

6 0.93 - 1.85i 1.35 - 1.151 -37.8 (Iterate on Z1 /PC)

6A. 0.93 -- 1.851 1.35 - 1.041 -38.55 (Iterate both Z1 
/PC and.Z2/Pc)

6B 0.85 - 1.85i 1.35 -- 1.041 -38.95 (Iterate on Z1/Pc)
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Table H. Summary of Rectangular Duct Pxopagation . Program Liner Optimization, Mach 0,3.

f = 2000 Hz	 M = 0.3	 n = 2	 L1=L2^ 45.72cm (18") L = L1+L2 H/A = 1.535 L/H = 3.43

Z 1 /Pc Z2 /Pc

Ll	 A	 L2 ^^{

M & Sound

Iteration Upstream Section Downstream Section Total
Number Impedance Ratio Impedance Ratio odB

Zl /Pc Z2/Pc

1 0.9-11 0.9-11 -21.6 (Single Element Optimum)

Z 0.9-1.2i 0.9-1i -22.4 (Iterate on Z1/Pc)

3 0.9-1.2i 0.9-0.8i -25.2 (Iterate on ZZ/Pa)

4A 0.8-1.3i 0.9-^0..8i -26.9 (Iterate on Zl/Pc)

4B 0.8-1.31 0.9-0.7i --28.1 (Iterate on Z2 /Pc)

5A
0.7-1.3i. 0.9-0.7i -28.46
0.8- 1.4i 0.9-0.7i -28.66 (Iterate bath 2l/Pc and Z 2/P c}

5B 047-1.371 0.9-0.71 -29.31
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RECTANGULAR DUCT
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Figure 22 shows the results of iteration 6B (See Table I). The objective
of that iteration was to explore the effect of the resistance, particularly
very low resistance, of the first liner segment on the suppression. Thus,
the resistance of the first (upstream) segment was varied from very low values
to high values, whale its reactance and the impedance of the second segment
obtained in the preceding iteration (6A) were kept constant.

The second liner segment was found, in all. optimized cases, to cause more
suppression than the first one of equal length. An example at Mach 0.0 is
shown in Figure 22. The figure shows, in addition to the total suppression (due
to both liner elements), the attenuation due to the first segment only. 'J"he

latter attenuation is close to zero for near—zero resistances of the first
liner segment; it increases with resistance and attains a broad maximum for a
resistance ratio of 0.85. Beyond that, it decreases very slowly. The total
attenuation of both segments peaks at the same resistance as the first segment.
Its increase and decrease, however, are characterized by steeper slopes than
the attenuation by the first liner segment.

For very similar conditions, Baumeister 
(8) 

has found optimized two—element
configurations for very low resistances of the first section. During the con-
vergence process in the search for the optimum, special effort was made to
check for maximum suppression conditions which decreased the first liner
resistance. There was no indication of any trend toward low first liner
resistances in this case. In fact, all indications were that the optimum
suppression occurs at a unique value of impedance (holding ,, the panel
lengths, and the modal content constant). When the particular optimum cases
run by Baumeister were attempted by the modal analysis, numerical convergence
problems were encountered in most cases, leading to indeterminate results.
As will be shown in a later section, there are optimization conditions (in
particular, higher n values) which lead to low resistances in the first
section.
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SECTION 4.0

DUCT 'TEST PROGRAM

The test program had as its primary objective the experimental demonstra-
tion of the suppression properties of the optmized.treatment designs deter-
mined analytically in Task I of the program. The test program was accomplished
in two phases. Phase I comprised the measurement of suppression for six
treatment configurations using liner design parameters which were believed to
bracket the desired impedance components. Phase II was a test of several
treatment configurations with the objective of improving on the results of
Phase I, using knowledge gained from the first series of tests.

4.1 DUCT FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The rectangular cold flow duct facility provides the capability of measur-
ing treatment sample acoustic transmission losses under conditions of continu-
ous flow with Mach numbers up to about 0.5. The duct is 10.2 cm (4 inches) in
width with hardwall sides and allows duct heights up to 40.6 cm (16 inches)
with treatment panels at the top and bottom. The treatment panels are con-
tained in 'trays 91.4 cm (36 inches) in length which allows interchangeability
of perforated faceplate and honeycomb backing. The treatment panels can be s

segmented in the trays, allowing axial variation of faceplate porosity and
cavity depth in the treatment section.

The noise source for the duct is a Ling Model LPT100 electropneumatic
high intensity driver which can be excited by broadband or pure-tone input
signals.. As shown in Figure 23, the source is mounted upstream of .the treat-
ment, providing an exhaust duct mode of operation. Note that the source input
port to the duct is mounted asymmetrically with respect to the duct vertical
centerline for these tests. This was done specifically to insure the presence
of higher order duct-modes in the treatment input signal.

The duct terminates downst.r.eam of the treatment with an unflanged.end,
exhausting into a reverberant room. A muffler section is included at the end
o.f the duct to minimize W&L reflections and waves reenter n:g the end of the
duct.

The acoustic measurements are taken with traversing probes installed up-
stream and downstream of the. treated section. The probes traverse vertically
across the duct along a line midway between the sideiwalls of the duct. The
probes are.specially constructed using . a dynamic pressure. transducer that is
a 0.23 cm Kulite sensor mounted in the tip of the probe, as shown in Figure
24. The Kulite transducer is a highly linear device based on 'a strain gauge
principle. It has lower sensitivity than the more conventional B&K condensor
microphone but is much less sensitive to. mechanical vibration. The low level
output of the Kulite transducer requires the use of a low-noise, high-gain.
preamplifier for signal conditioning. Princeton Applies Research Model 13
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preamplifiers were used for each. Kulite. The tip-mounted Kulite probes were
used for both continuous SPL traverses and modal measurements.

The modal measurements required the determination of the cross-spectral
density between the probe and a reference microphone as a function of probe
immersion across the duct (see Section 2.3). The reference microphones were
B&K 1/4-inch (0.635 cm) microphones mounted flush in the sidewall of the duct
at the same axis1. ,positions as th& traversing probes (see figure 23). The
cross-spectrum was found using a Princeton Applied Research Model 101A Corre-
lator and Model 102 Fourier Analyzer. These instruments can be set to read
out the magnitude and phase of the cross-spectrum at a single freauencv while
the probe is traversed across the duct. Using a 20-second calculation time
constant in the analyzer, the probe was slowl y traversed across the duct as
the analyzer continuously updated the calculation. This method allows a
continuous plot of the cross-sectrum (and thus complex acoustic pressure)
profile to be obtained at the frequency of interest.

4.2 PRELIMINARY TESTS

The analytical optimization study reau.ires the nodal participation at the
designated source plane as input to the computation. Before initiation of the
analytical study, a modal measurement was performed in the 26.7 cm high duct
in a hardwall configuration to supply this input. It was assumed that the
source characteristics would not change appreciably for the treatment config-
urations to be tested later..

Figure 25 shows the complex pressure profile obtained at 2000 Nz and
Mach 0.3 in the duct. Figure 26 presents the modal decomposition of th-s
signal in hardwall rectangular duct modes. Figures 27 and 28 show the com-
plex profile and modal expansion for the signal at 2000 Hz and Mach 0.0, which
was also measured at this time.

4.3 PHASE I TEST PR( GWI

4. 3.1 Objectives

The objective of this first series of tests was to demonstrate the o pti-
mized two--element treatment design found by analysis. The analytical results
indicated that attenuation would be maximized if the two treatment sections
were given the following impedances (see footnote in Section 3.2):

Section 1 (Upstream)	 Z/pc = 0.7 - 1.41

Section 2 (Downstream) Z/p c = 0.9 - 0.71

This design is based on a source characterized by the modal participation
given by Figure 26, at a mean flow of "each 0.3 and a frequency of 2000 Hz.
The predicted attenuation in PWL under these cond itinnG is 7Q I AR.
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4.3.2 Treatment Design and Test Program

The type of treatment to achieve the optimum impedance components was
chosen to be single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) perforated plate -- honeycomb
cell sandwir( ) pmi . The acoustic properties of these SDOP panels have been
established	 design parameters (faceplate porosity, thickness, hole
diameter, honeycomb cavity depth) to the wall.. impedance. Preliminary design
of the treatment was made using the following expression for resistance

where M is duct Mach number and c is faceplate porosity. The following
expression was used for the reactance.

(t + '-'T_
X/pc = 1^	

- cot k2
	

(48)C

where t  is faceplate thic_kuess, w
2 is the cavity depth, and d is an
hole diameter and Mach number.(")
lations as a guide, the si.x configi
to be tested.

is circular trequency, k is the wavcnumber,
empirical end correction depending upun
Using results of these impedance calcu-

-irations listed in Table I -IT were chosen

For each of the co[ifigurations, :^PWL measurements were made for third-
octave bandwidths from 500 to 10,000 Hz and for a 50 Hz bandwidth narrowband at
2000 Hz. For the third -octave measurements, the duct was excited by a high
intensity source signal which was filtered in a third-octave bandwidth at 800
Hz. In this case, the higher frequency noise occurs due to rich higher harmonic
content of the 800 Hz signal. For the 2000 Hz narrowband, the input signal was
broadband noise filtered in a third-octave bandwidth about 2000 liz with a super-
improved 2000 Hz pure tone. The treatment configuration demonstrating the
greatest qP[di for the 2000 Hz narrowband was subjt_ ted to detailed modal
measurements for correlation wiri analysis.

4.3.3 Test Results

Figures 29 to 34 are plots of L%u measured tki rd-uctave '_Ptti11. suppres-
sions for the six Phase I test configurations, respectively, for Mach 0.0,
0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. Table IV lists the 2000 Hz narrowband €'Ill.'s for the
sip: configurations.

Examination of the measured third-octave suppression curves in Figures
29 to 34 indicates that in most cases a higher suppression was obtained at
2500 Hz than at 2000 Hz. This can be explained b y the presence of a strongly
excited higher order mode which. becomes cut-on in the center of the 2500 Hz
band. The treatment is very effective in attenuating this particular mode
even though it is designed for 2000 Hz.
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Table III. Phase I Test Configuration Definition.

W
N

Conf ig. 0

Conf ig. 1

Config. 2

Conf ig . 3

Conf ig. 4

Conf ig. 5

Conf ig. 6

SECTION 1

Porosity Cavity Depth

HARDWALL

14011, 1.5 cm (0.6 In.)

14% 1.5 cm (0.6 In.)

10% 1.3 cm (0.5 1n.)

10% 1,3 cm (0.5 In.)

14% 1„5 em (0.6 In.)

22,7% 1.5 cm (0.6 In.)

SECTION 2

Porosity Cavity Depth

HARDWALL

10% 2.3 cm (0.9 In.)

7.5% 1.5 cm (0.6 In.)

7.5% 105 cm (0.6 in.)

10% 2.3 cm (0.9 In.)

14% 2.3 cm (0.9 In.)

10% 2A cm (0.9 In.)

All faceplate thicknesses 08 cm, all hole diameters .16 cm
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Table IV. Phase I Test Results Measured Narrowhand Transmssion.Loss
at Mach-0.3, 2000 Hz.

SECTION 1	 -SECTION 2	 a-yL, dB

Config. 1	 (14%Q, 1.5 cm)	 (1.0%, 2.3 cm)	 -17.5

Config. 2	 (14.%, 1.5 cm)	 (705%, 1,5 cm)	 1.1.0

Config. 3	 (10%, 1.3 em)	 (7.57., 1.5 cm)	 -12.5

Config. 4	 (10%, 1.3 cm)	 (10%, 2.3 cm)	 -19.0	 Y

Config. 5	 (14%, 1.5 cm)	 (14%, 2.3 cm)	 -17.0

Config. 6	 (22.7%, 1.5 cm) (10%p, 2.3 cm)	 -13.5
'S

3

Conf.ig.. 4	 (10%, 1a.3 cm)	 (10%.., 2.3 cm)	 21.5
(Repeat)
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In Figure 35 an empirically determined rectangular duct suppression
prediction curve, based on the results of a large number of duct tests of
single-element liners, is compared to the measured third-octave suppression
for configuration :4. Also plotted on. the Mach 0.3 graph are the :2000 Hz'
narrowband and third-octave measurements made with the 2000 Hz third-octave
source, which, as noted above, was different from the source used for the
rest of the third-octave measurements. Note that . the. different source 	 j
characteristics at:.2000 Hz have gven.a difference in measured suppress-Lon
of 3.5 dB. The narrowband measurement,, made at only one "frequency, shows an in= 	i
crease of 5.5 dB over the third-oc:tace with the same source characteristics.

At Mach 0.0 and 0.2 1 the. measured suppression agrees quite closely
with the empirical prediction curves . for single-element liners.	 At the -_-	 ,
design Mach number of 0.3, the two--element measured suppression using the
2000.Hz third-.octave source characte..r stic'.(more.re presentative.,o:f design
conditions) exceeds the empirical prediction for the best single phase
liner by about 3 ..5 dB : .	 For third.-:octave:frequenc. i.e.s above 2000 I Tz,	 the i

measured suppression exceeds the empirical prediction b?va . substantial margin. 3
At. Mach 0.4, the high frequency enhancement, of the two-clement liner is still
in evidence, although no improvement over the empirical data is noted at
2000 .Hz:

.'.	 One. can conclude that in this case the two-element liner do .2s not appear
to offer a significant advantage over the single-element liners for frequencies
lower than: the design 'freq;uency . . but provides significantly enhanced suppress . - .
sion for higher frequencies at Mach numbers equal to or greater than the
design. Mach number.	 Note that the narrowband. suppression peas. Ori thin the
2000 Hz third--octave, at the design condition, is very sharp with respect to

on,the.overall.third-octave band suppression.

-	 Configuration 4, which came closest to'the predicted optimum suppression
of 29.3 dB, was chosen for detailed modal measurements. 	 A repeat narrowband
OPWL measurement of this .coxfi guT.ation.gave a suppression "of`21.5 :: dR ouerall.
(compared with .19 .0 dB . previously) and 8 dB over the first . section of treat-

'	 ment only.	 The complex pressure profile at the upstream probe location is
shown. in Figure 36, and its expansion into duct modes in Figure 37. 	 This
variation in measurement' was a pparent].y caused by 'slight differe-rices in , modal
content, as evidenced by somewhat different SPL traverse profiles `ior the
two cases.	 'In subsequent testing it was found that slight differences in.
modal content can be expected in the...d.u.e:t with " each different	 ;t.tescase; and	 .:
that these - dfferences..;in modal content could pxo:duce `&	 L, warzafions

'	 of this magnitude.	 This effect, is. considered:in -more detail ,below ..
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4.3.4 Analytical Correlations

Based on the modal measurements taken at the plane of the upstream probe,
an analytical prediction of the suppression was made. For these calculations
at Mach 0.3, the liner impedances were taken to be (Equations 45 and 46):

Section 1 (10% porosity, 1.3 cm deep), Z 1 /PC = 0.9 - 1.4i

Section 2 (10% porosity, 2.3 cm deep), Z 2 /pc = 0.9 - 0.7i

The results are:

Measured	 Calculated

qPWL in Section 1	 8 dB	 6.0 dB

Overall AP14L	 19 to	 20.6 dB
21.5 dB

These results indicate that the suppression was predicted quite closely
for the given modal input and liner impedance. Neither the modal input nor
the liner impedance is exactly the same as the conditions used for the opti-
mization analysis, which explains why the predicted 29.3 dB for the optimized
case was not reached. Figure 38 shows a comparison of the modal content for
the original set of optimization modes and those in the input signal to con-
figuration 4. This variation in modal content is discussed below. Note for
reference that the predicted uniform liner optimum suppression was 21.6 dB.

4.4 PHASE II DUCT TESTS

4.4.1 Phase 	 Test Objectives and Reoptimization of Design

The results of the Phase I testing indicated that the optimization condi-
tions were not met in two respects; first, the modal content had changed,
and second, the impedances differed from the optimum values. The objective
for the second phase of the test program was to allow a second iteration at
meeting the optimum design conditions. It was decided to reoptimize the
design of the two--element liner based on the new modal content measured in
Configuration 4 of the Phase I tests.

Using the modal input defined in Figure 37, the following design was
found to maximize suppression for the two-segment liner with equal length
segments at 2000 Hz, Mach 0.3,

Section 1 Impedance, Z l /pc = 0.6 - 1.2i

Section 2 Impedance, Z 2 /Pc = 0.7 - 0.5i

Overall Attenuation qP14L = -35.9 dB
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Note that the impedance values are only slightl
y changed from the previous

optimization case, but the predicted suppression has increased by over 7 dB.
This variation is due to the difference in modal content between the two cases.

In addition to testing a treatment configuration to attempt to meet the
revised optimization conditions, it was decided that other objectives of Phase
II testing; would be to investigate the repeatibility of the modal pattern and
the sensitivity of the predicted attenuation to uncertainty of the impedance
components. If the modal pattern varies appreciably with the treatment con-
figuration, or is highly sensitive to .frequency, it would be extremely diffi-
cult to obtain the optimum cundition, particularly in view of the sensitivity
of the peak suppression to the impedance components. The sensitivity to
impedance changes about the optimum value is indicated in Table V in which
A PWL's have been calculated for cases where each of the four specific impe-
dance components has been varied independently by ±0.1 from the optimum value.
Using the analytical models for determining the impedance components introduces
an unknown amount of error relative to the actual impedance of the liners in
the duct. The sensitivity of the predicted suppression to expected errors in
impedance component determination was examined.

4.4.2 Pha.s. e II Test Configurations

For the Phase II duct tests, the two-element liner was designed to attempt
to meet the revised optimization criteria. Based on the analytical impedance
models, the following liner parameters were chosen:

Section 1 14% porosity, 1.8 cm (0.7 inch) cavity depth

Section 2 12% porosity, 2.5 cm (1.0 inch) cavity depth

Both sections of this configuration, denoted Configuration 7, had 0.03 cm
(0.032 inch) faceplate thickness and 0.16 cm (0.0625 inch) hole diameter. In
addition to this configuration, three other configurations were run as part
of Phase Il testing. The other configurations consisted of Configuration 7
with the order of the segments reversed, and two cases with the same cavity
depths as Configuration 7, but with higher and lower porosity of the face--
plates, respectively.

4.4.3 Phase 11 Test Resul ts

A list of the Phase II test configurations with the measured narrowband
suppressions for each case is presented in Table VI. The results of the
source modal measurements for Configurations 7 to 10 are present in Figures

39 to 46. In evaluating the test results which follow, it is important to
note the variation in modal content which occurred from one test configuration
to the neat. This variation was more than initially hoped, and made achieving
the optimum conditions difficult.

Before measuring transmission loss at 2000 Hz for Configuration 7,
it was decided to investigate the sensitivity of the tuning to frequency in a
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Table V. Calculated Suppression for Two-Element Liner,
Configuration 4.

0 2000 Hz
• Mach 0.3

IMPEDANCE

Section 1

.6 -1.2i

Y5 -1.2i

.7 -1.2i

.6 -1.1i

.6 -1.3i

. 6 -1.21

.6 -1.21

.6 -1.2i

.6 -1.2i

IMPEDANCE

Section 2

Y7 -.5i

.7 -.5i

Y7	 ^5i

.7 -^5i

.7 -.5i

.8 -.

u6 -.

Y7 -.

.7

LPWL, dB

-35.9

-3001

-27.5

-29.9

-27.5

NOTE: Modal input given by Fig
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1s.ti,l{ VI.	 1 , 1 1 ; t -,i , II T( :.1. ConfigLIration DeIination.

Nominal

Po t'flh l I. y Cav i t y Depth Impedance

;r r 1 1 ntt Coil I 	 1 14tt t';l k	 i ool Z/0Con 7 n.

7 11 1 .8 0.7 0.64 -	 1.15i

1i 1'12 2 ,	 i 1 .11 0.75 -	 0.55i

1 11 .x,0 1 . h o. 7 0. 43 -	 1.30i 

lit 12 1.8 0.7 0.75 -	 1.20i

2.5
1.8

1 .0
0.7

0.75 --	 0.551
0.64 --	 1.15i

7
K

12
11

t tt l) 2.5 1.0 0.64 - 0.60i

In 11F 2.5 1.0 0.90 -	 0.551

•	 1tF,	 1,' :111.1 11 , . 11;11R ^; rr• c , 0,(th cnl Thick, 0.16 cm Hole

11 i ;ltnw t, • s

•	 i,, 0.08 Cm Thick, 0,08 cnl Hole, Di:3111cter
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range about 2000 Hz. To do this, an automatic level control device was con-
nected to the input of the Ling driver such that the sound level at the input
plane probe to the duct could be maintained at a constant level as input
frequency was slowly swept from 1450 to 2350 Hz, using the upstream probe
signal as a feedback control. With both probes in the fully retracted posi-
tion (near the lower wall), the SPL signals from both probes were recorded in
20 Hz bandwidth during the frequency sweep.

Although the actual APWL cannot be inferred from ASPL's at one immersion,
from previous data it was felt that the ASPL at the lower wall would be repre-
sentative of the APWL, thus giving an indication of the best tuning frequency.
Figure 47 is the result of this frequency sweep. Note that a high ASPL .
occurs at about 1950 Hz, but the ASPL right at 2000 Hz is much less. From
this, it was decided to take the APIM measurements in e narrowband about
1950 Hz for this configuration. In this and the following cases, the source
was excited with a pure-tone and the measurement is in 20 Hz bandwidths..

Figure 48 is the measured narrowband SPL traverse for Configuration 7
for the upstream and downstream probes. The APWL based on these measurements
is -20 dB. This falls short of the predicted optimum attenuation by about
16 dB.

Using the modal input given for Configuration 7 by Figure 40, and the
analytically determined impedances of

Z1=0.64---1.15i

PC

Z2 = 0.75 - 0.55i
PC

the suppression predicted for Configuration 7 is 28.3 d:B. This overpredict:s
the measured suppression by over 8 dB. The most likely cause of this discre-
pancy between the measured and predicted suppression is the error in deter-
mining the impedance. An. indication of the sensitivity of the analytical
program to variations in impedance about the optimum value has already been
indicated in Table V. The nominal value of the impedances of the liners
in Configuration 7 are all ^Athin 0.05pc of this optimum value, and are pre
dicted to lose only 7.6 dB in.sup.pression . from the optimum value, :even with
the different modal content of Configuration 7, compared to that used for
the optimum.

Since there is no way of determining precisely what the i-i.Pcdance com.
ponents in the duct actually are, a study was made of the expected variation
in the impedance components as functions of the independent variables in the
analytical impedance express.ons, and of the sensitivity of predicted suppres-
sion to typical variations o'_ the impedance parameters. This error Analysis
also gives an indication of the practicality of designing a treatment panel
to be optimized for the suppression of a pure-tone or narrowband signal.
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By Equation 4.5, the signif ica-nt variables for the resistance model
are the Mach number M and the porosity o. Figures 49 and 50 show the
variation of R/pc for the two liners over the expected variation in M and Q.

The reactance depends upon the porosity; a, the cavity depth; Z, the faceplate
thickness; tp, the frequency; m, and the end correction d, which in turn depends
on the faceplate hole diameter and Mach number. Several of these variables
can be eliminated as having relatively small effect. Figure 51 shows the
empirical curve of the coefficient used in the end correction term as a func-
tion. of M. Note that at Mach 0.3 d is nearly zero and can be ignored. The
error due to uncertainties in faceplate thickness should likewise be small.
The variations of reactance for the 1.8 cm (0.7 inch) and 2.5 cm (1.0 inch)
cavity depth liners due to expected variations in M, o, Q, and w are shown in
Figures 52 and 53, respectively. Combining the largest of these variations
for the two liners leads to rough "expected error" plots shown in Figures
54 and 55. Based on these plots, the expected variation in impedance for
each impedance component for the suppression sensitivity study is taken to
be ±0.2.PC.

The variation in predicted suppression for Configuration 7 as a function
of the variation in impedance components about the nominal values of

Z1 = 0.64 - 1.15i
Pc

Z 2 = J.75 - 0.55i
PC

i,; presented in Figures 56 — 59 and in Table VII. The figures show the
variation as the .impedance components are varied independently, holding the
ether three constant. The table shows the results of varying a number of the
components in various combinations, as noted.

The results show the suppression in this case to be particularly sensi-
tive to the resistance of the first. liner and the reactances of both liners.
The values of predicted suppression obtained vary from a low of 15.7 dB for
the case where both resistances are low and both reactances less negative
to a high of 35.4 dB for the case where X 2 /pc is x-0.2 from the nominal value
and the rest of the components are nominal. mote that certain sets of imped-
ances can be found whic1h gi1c higher suppressions than the "optimum" impedance
for this case, which was based on the different modal content of Configuration
4. The most important conclusion From these results ii that the measured
suppression of 20 .dB is within_ the range of expected error in the impedance
components, and rhis is the most likely cause of disagreement in the predicted
and measured values..

For Configuration 8., whicb is Configuration 7 with the panels reversed
in axial position„ the impedances used for calculation at 1950 Hz were

Zl/Pc = 0.75 - 0.55i. 	 Z2/oc = 0.64 - 1.151
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Table VI1. Variation of Predicted APIVL for Configuration 7 with Combinations of Impedance Components.

DESCRIPTION OF VARIATION
	

IMPEDANCE OF
	

IMPEDANCE OF
	

PREDICTED
FIRST SECTION
	

SECOND SECTION
	

LPWL,
ZI/Pc
	

Z 2 /PC
	

dB

Nominal Case

Both r-4sis '.ances low

Bo d, resistances high

Less negative reactances

More negative reactances

Both resistances low, both
reactances less negative

Beth resistances high, both
reactances more negative

Both resistances law, both

.64 -1.15i .75 -.55i

.40 -1.15 .55 -.55

.8,0 -1.15 .95 -.55 

.64 -0.9-5 .75 -.35

.64 -1.35 .75 -.75

.40 -0.95 .55 -.35

.80 -1.35 .95 -.75

.40 -1.35 .55 -.75

-28.3

-17.9

-26.2

-25.4

-19.7

-17.0

-19.5

-15.7

-25.2



Using the measured modes from Figure 42 gave a predicted suppression of
17.7 dB, compared with a measured value (with the nominal impedances listed
in Table VI) of 11.0 dB. Using a slightly higher restance of 0.4M/o for
comparison gives a predicted suppression of 15.4 dB in this case, overpre-
dicting by 4.4 dB. Thus, reversing the order of the liners caused a
substantial reduction in suppression.

The suppression for Configuration 9, with higher porosity liners, was
measured at 1940 Hz. For the prediction in this case, the impedance components
were taken to be

z1/Pc = 0.43 - 1.3i

z2 /Pc = 0.64 - 0.6i

Using the modes from Figure 44, the suppression is predicted to be
17.6 dB, which compares favorably with the measured value of 16.5 dB.

For Configuration 10, the porosities of the liners were decreased. In
this case, to better define the variation in suppression around 2000 Hz, a
series of narrowband qPWL measurements were made every 20 Hz from 1880 Hz to
2100 Hz, using pure tone excitation and 2.0 Hz bandwidth data reduction.
The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 60. The 26.2 dB
suppression measured at 1900 Hz is the highest measured so far, and was chosen
for modal measurement, as shown in Figure 46. In addition, a repeat of the
narrowband APWL measurement gave a value of 26.1 dB suppression.

The nominal value of the impedance in this case is

z1 /Pc = 0.75 - 1.2i

z2 /Pc = 0.9 - 0.551

This results in a predicted attenuation of 33.5 dB, overpr.edicting the mea-
sured value of 26.2 dB by 7.3 3B. It is suspected that the same problems with
errors in impedance occur here as for Configuration 7.

Third-octave transmission loss measurements were also made for Configuration
iv. The results are shown in Figure 61, compared. to the empirical duct test
prediction for single-element liners. This configuration shows a slight im-
provement in third-octave suppression over Configuration 4 (Figure 32) at
2000 Hz. The enhancement over the single-element liner prediction, however,
occurs mainly for frequencies below 2000 Hz. This is most likely to be caused
by the slight increase in cavity depths for Configuration 10 compare, to
Configuration 4, which would tend to lower the third-cctave tuning frequency.
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4.4.4	 Modal 4xplanation of Difference in Su	 ression

Further insight to the process of modal attenuation can be gained'by
examining the details of the modal solutions for the experimental core-l;ation
cases, Configurations 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10. 	 Figure 62 shows the plane numbering
system used for the analytical.. model.	 For convenience.., the. upstream treatment
section will. be referred.to as the "first section", ana l the downstream
treated section as the "second section".

:Figures 63 .. . through 72 . ,.pr:a-sent, tabulations of the magnitude. and phases of
the solution modal, coefficients for :the forward and backtaard waves at:.eacl
plane.	 The order of the Coefficients can be identified with the following
modes at each plane:

1 - First SYTIlmet.rie
2 - First antis ymmetric:
3 - Second symmetric
4 -- Second antisymmetric
5 - Third syminetric
6'- Third antisymmetrc
7 - forth symmetric

Plotted alongside the modal coefficients at each plane are the (analytical)
complex acoustic pressure profiles at Bach. plane:

Table VIII is a Us t of -the attenuations  of individual . modes in .the.
first and second sections of each configuration.. 	 Only the first four modes
are included.	 Tab? e IN, is a list of the forward and backward traveling a

energy at each plane and the suppression of. forward traveling energy in the
first and second sections for .each confi .garation: fi

The differences in suppression among each of these configurations can be
explained by. considering:

W

a.	 The relative modal weighting at the source plane,

b..	 The modal redistributions in the fn:rward. traveling wave between..
Planes 2 and 3 and planes 5 and 6,.

c.	 The individual modal attenuation rates in Sections 1 and,.2,

d ..`	 The overall energy attefluati:oals in sect ions . 1 : and 2. i

While some of the effects hate. obvious `'explanations, others: are the re'sul 't of +
a' very subtle cob:ir ►aton o.` .moda] redstrib^ttYOn aid ;attenuatio.n prop erties. sl

At th;e source of Gonfz^uraton 4. , .most, of the energy is in modes 1 	 2
'first	 `.and 4, with 1 dominating , 	Passiiig into` the	 section-, at plate 3,' the

energy' °? s, redistribute'd': 	 redominatl 	into mdde 3,:	 Mode 3 is stxtl dominant:.
at the ':end of	 `first section`, and remains so at the  end of the' secondthe
section at plane 6°.
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Figure 63. Modal Participation in First Seven Modes at Each Plane,
Configuration 4.
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Figure 65.	 Modal Participation in First Seven Modes at Each Plane,
Configuration 7.
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Figure 69.. Modal Participation in First Seven Modes at Each Plane,
Configuration 9,
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Table VIII. Attantoution of Individual Forward-Propagating Modes in
Treated Sections,

Mode Section 1 2 Mode Section Section 2 
I 6.2 I1.7 l

'
5.6 ~	 7'9

2 9.0 22.1
2''

10'8 23'1
] 10.1 16.4 3 8'8 27'4
4 12'0 20'6 4 '11'8 27'5

^`
Overall Suppression, 20 ' 6 d8 Overall Suppression, 28 ' 3 d8

CONFIGURATION 8 CONFIGURATION 9
LdB L6B

Moda Mo6e Section I 2 

I 7.9 5.6 I 3.4 6.6
2 23,I' I0.8 2 6.7 18.0'
3 27'4 8.8 3 5'5 26'3
4 27.5 I1'8 4 7'3 26.8

Overall Suppression, 17.7 d8 overall Suppression, 17.6 d8

'
CONFIGURATION lO

ud8
Mode_-__	 .^-----------Section lSeotion 2-__---_-_---
l	 .= 6.6' 11.3
2 10.5 28'7
3 9'l 2I'9
4 14'0 23'5 `

-	 _

^

^-

Overall Suppression,
`

33 ' 5 dB

^	 `-

`



Table IX. Forward-- and Eackcward-Travelling Energy at Duct Planes.

CONFIGURATION 4
Plane Forward Backward
Number	 Energy Flux Energy Flux

1 0.5978 -3.618E-3
2 0.5978 --3.618E--3
3 0.5928. -4.529E-5
4 0.1483 --5.361E-5
5 0.1522 -5.508E-6
6 5.136E-3 --3.504E-6
7 5.1.	 2E-- 3 0.0
8 5.112E-3 -0.0

FORWARD APWL

Section 1	 -6.0 dB
Section 2	 -14.7 dB

CONFIGURATION 7

CONFIGURATION 9

Plane Forward Backward
Number Energy Flux Energy Flux

1 6.1216E-3 -1.7302E-3
2 6.1216E-3 -1.7302E-3
3 5.9902E-3 -1,8433E-4
4 1..2684E-3 -3.1554E-4
5 1.2931E-3 -1.5061E-6
6 7.7558E-5 -4.5399E-6
7 7.6962E-5 0.0
8 7.6962E-5 0.0

FORIOM ,PWL

Section 1	 -6.6
Section 2 -12.2

CONFIGURATION 8

Plane Forward Backward	 Plane	 Forward Backward
Number Energy Flux Energy Flux	 Number	 Energy Flux Energy Flux

1 12.496E-2 -36.79E-5 1	 87.3618E-3 -38.4946E-5
2 12.496E-2 -36.79E-5 2	 87.3618E-3 -38.4946E-5
3 12.4614E-2 -1.0.806E-7 3	 87.0438E-3 -54.4828E-8
4 1.7.4547E-3 -49.9589E-6 4	 12.5082E-3 -89.6023E-7
5 17.4175E-3 -23.1133E-9 5	 12.4874E-3 --24.7554E-8
6 18.4635E--5 -10.5437E--7 6	 14.8182E-4 -11.1900E-6
7 1.8.4154E--5 0.0 7	 3.4.1.931E--4 0.0
8 .18.4154E-5 0.0 8	 14.1.931E-4 0.0

FORWARD L%PWL FORWARD UPWL

Section 1	 -8.5 Section 1	 -8.4
Section 2	 --19.7 Section 2	 -9.4

CONFIGURATION 10

Plane	 Forward Backward
Number	 Energy Flu Energy Flux

1	 2.6626 -5.3427E-2
2	 2.6626 --5.3427E-2
3	 2.6057 -1.3690E--3
4	 5.8379E-1 -1.9853E-3
5	 0.5900 -2.0.164E-6
6	 1.1755E-3 -3.6073E-5
7	 1.1560E-3 0.0
8	 1.1560E--3 0.0
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At the source of Configuration 7, modes 1, 2, and 4 dominate evenly.'
The energy redistributes into modes 3 and 4 at Plane 3, with 3 dominating.
At the end of the first section, modes 1 and 3 dominate evenly. The energy
is dominated by mode 3 at Plane 5, but mode 1 dominates by the end of the
second section.

Configuration 8 starts with modes 1 and 2 ab«rit even at the source.
The energy redistributes into the first four mode:; at Plane 3, e.ith I and 3
dominating. At Plane 4, only mode 1 retains significant energy. The energy
redistributes into modes I and 3 entering tTie second .,actian, and is left in
modes 1 and 3 at Plane 6, with mode 1 dominatinc,.

For Configuration 9, the energy starts out in modes 1, 2, and 4, with
4 dominant. It redistributes into modes 3 and 4 at Plane 3. By Plane 4,
the energy is in modes 1, 3, and 4. It then redi.strilhutes into modes 2 and
3 at Plane S, with 3 dominant. At the end of the second section, mode 1
dominates.

Modes 1, 2, and 4 dominate evenl y at the source of Configuration lei.
These redistribute into modes 1, 2, and 3 at the entrance to Section 1. At
the end of the first section, the energ y is in modes 1, 2, and 3, with 1 and
3 dominating evenly . At Plane 5, the energ y goes into modes 3 and 4, with
most in mode 3. At the end of the seconri section, tootles I and 3 dominate.

For all configurations except Configuration 9, the effect of reflected
waves on the overall. attenuation is small. Tn Configuration 9, there is
appreciable reflected energy at the source plane, accounting for about a
1.5 dpi drop in the effective (measured) suppression.

The suppression characteristics in the first aection are remarkably
similar for all configurations, varying from a low of --6.0 dB to a high of
-8.6 dB in AP[:Ti.. Toro points worth noting: Configuration 10, which gives the
most overall AP[,?F,, provides only -6.6 dB in the first section, and the first
section of Configuration 8 (which gave -19.7 dB in its reversed position in
Configuration 7) provides only --8.4 dB when it leads.

Comparing the "least effective suppressor", Configuration 8, to the
rest, it is apparent that the performance is controlled by the dominant
participation of the lowest order mode. The redistribution of modes coming
off the hardwa11 section is not as advantageous to suppression at it was
when coming off the "set-up" treatment section in the arr.an;;ement of
Configuration 7. The second section of Configuration 8 is then ineffective
in redistributing and suppressing the pattern coming from the first section.

Differences among Configurations 4, 7, 9, and 10 can be eh-plained by
considering individual mode attenuation rates in the second sections. In
the second section of Configuration 4, mode 1 has the highest attenuation
rate of all sections, but at the expense of mode 3, which dominates. In
Configuration 9, mode 3 has a high .attenuation rate in the second section,
but mode 1 has a low attenuation rate. Thus, even though the third mode
dominates at the entrance to Section 2, the suppression is controlled by
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mode 1. For Configuration 7, the overall suppression is aided by a high
AP14L in the first section. In the second section of Configuration 7, the
situation is similar to Configuration 9 except that the mode l rate is
slightly higher. In Configuration 10, the high suppression in the second
section appears to be caused by obtaining just the right tradeoff in
attenuation rates of the first and third modes. At the end of the second
section, in this case, modes 1 and 3 are left with approximately equal
amplitude, which approaches the optimum situation.

From the above, it appears that the action of the first treated
segment is to "set-up" a particular pressure p.rof`il.s which the second
section can effectively "tripe-out" at about 4 times the suppression rate
of the first segment. A possible indication of this trends is apparent
from the amplitude plots of the pressure profiles at Plane S.. For the two
High suppression configurations, 7 and 10, there is a pronounced skew in
level toward the outer wall of the duct. The skew toward the outer wall is
less pronounced but nevertheless present in Configurations 4 and 9. In the
worst performer, Configuration 8, the uuter wall skew is very slight, such
that most of the energy in concentrated at the center of Lo e duct. This
suggests a physical explanation of the operation of a two-element suppressor
is that the first section distributes the energy flux to the outer walls of
.the duct, and the second section tak:t.s advantage of this situation, as
discussed in Reference 8.

4.4.5 Evaluation of Test Results and Correlation.

Table X summarizes the test configurations for which modal measurements
were taken and compares the measured and predicted results using nominal imped-
ance values. The correlation is good for Configurations 4 and 9, but over
predicts for Configurations 7, 8, and 10.

The inability to come within 10 dB of the predicted optimum attenuation is
disappointing, and can be traced to two main problems. First, the modal content
in the source signal appears to be dependent upon the treatment present and is
quite sensitive to slight changes in frequency. Second, the predicted atten-
uation is very sensitive to changes in impedance, particularly near the optimum
condition.

The dependence of the source modal conta_nt on the treated section could
possibly be explained by changes in modal pattern at the source plane due to
anodes reflected from the leading edge of the treatment.interacting.with for-.
ward-traveling modes. The analytical results, however, indicate that the
backward--traveling energy (Pt,1l,) at the source plane, at these frequencies, is
typically 25 dB or more below the forward-traveling energy (PIM), indicating
that their eff.ec.ts should be negligible. It is possible that.the.acoustic
"loading" presented by the duet upon the source may cause the radiation
efficiency of different modes to vary from configuration to configuration.

The sensitivity of the suppression to the .changes in modal content which
were experienced for the different configurations was investigated by calcu-
lating the suppression for a number of different measured sources holding the
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Table X,	 Summa:hy of Measured and .Predicted Suppressions.

Config. Liner Gharacteristics Impedances Measured Predicted
UP c &PWL, dB r RWL, dB

4 Section 1 10% Porosity, 1.3cm deep .90 -1.4i
-19,.-2105 -20.6

Section 2 10% Porosity,.2.3cm deep .90 --1.7i

7 Section 1 14p1a Porosity,. 1.8cm deep, .64 -1.15i
-2000 -2803

Section 2 12% Porosity, 2.5cm deep .75 -0.551

8 Section 1 12% Porosity, 2.5cm deep .75 -0.551
-11.0 -17.7

Section 2 141'. Porosity, 1.8cm deep q64 -1.151

9. Section 1 20% Porosity, 1.8cm deep .43	 -1.331-
.16.5 -17.6

Section 2 14°/,, Porosity, . 2.5cm deep .64 -0.6i

10 Section 1 IZI. Porosity, 1.8cm deep .75 --1.21
-26.1,-26.2 -33.5

Section 2 10% Porosity, 2.5cm deep .90 --0.551

0
W
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1.

impedance components of the treatment constant at the theoretical optimum
values for the modal content of Configurati-on 4. Table XI lists the predicted
suppressions for these cases, all calculated. at 2000 Hz. For these samples,
anywhere from 2.6 dB to 12.7 dB would be Lost due to changes in modal content
alone if L/pc were not changed.

The optimum value of suppression occurs at the top of a very sharp peak
in the four parameter impedance space of the two liners. This is indicated
in Table V which shows that variations in any one of the impedance components
values by 0.1 can cause the suppression to fall off anywhere from 1.2 to 8.4 dB
from the peak value. Combinations of variations from the optimum impedance
components could be expected to give further reductions from the peak value.

Based on the results of the sensitivity studies, it ran be concluded that
the maximum value of suppression practically obtainable under the given two-
element panel design constraints has been closely approached. The "sharpness"
of the attenuation peak would seem to indicate that it will be of greater
'practical value to investigate effects of broadband frequency suppression than
to attempt to refine the pure-tone optimum design.
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Table XI. Predicted Suppressions for Varying Modal Input, Holding
Impedance Constant at Optimum Value, Mach 0.3, 2000 Hz,

MODES OBTAINED FROM	 PREDICTED LPWL
CONFIGURATION:	 dB

4	 (Figure 37)	 - 35.9

7	 (Figure 40)	 -27.9

8	 (Figure 42)	 -23.2
a
a
9

9	 (Figure 44)	 --28.2

10.	(Figure 46)	 -23A i

In all cases
a

Z1 /Pc = .6 -1.21
1

1
i

z
2

/PC
,
	-7 -.5i

1

d

l05



SECTION 5.0

ANALYTICAL PARAMETRIC STUDIES

Results of systematic optimization studies of uniform treatment and of 	 i
two-segment treatment were previously discussed only for a single value of
rt and a single L/1I value. In the above two-segment liner configuration the
segments were of equal, length, i.e., Ll = L2. It was deemed desirable to
carry out additional parametric studies. These analytical optimization
studies included:	 y

•	 The effect of 3n (ratio of duct height--to--wavelength, H/N) on the
optimum sound suppression in an acoustically lined rectangular duct.

•	 The effect of variation of liner segment length ratio on optimum
sound suppression when the total length of the two-element treat-
ment is kept constant.

The following is a discussion of the results of these parametric studies.

5.1 The Effect of n Variation on Optimum Attenuation

The effect of variation of Ti on the maximum suppression was explored for
t'he . following conditions:

•	 Rectangular duct geometry modeled in two dimensions.

•	 Duct height-to-wavelength ratios, ri, ranging from 0.5 to 10.

•	 Constant total wall liner length with a corresponding L/H. of 3.43.

•	 In the two-segment liner configuration, a 1:1 ratio of the panel
lengths was maintained.

•	 Exhaust conditions, i.e., flow and sound propagating in the same
direction.

r	 Uniform profile flow of Mach 0.3.

•	 Continuity of particle displacement wall boundary conditions.

•	 Plane wave source modal. input.

•	 Three modes used in calculation.

The iterative optimization procedure was described in Section 3.2.

1
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Table X11 summarizes the results of the optimization of uniform treat-
ment and of two-segment treatment for a range of rl values from 0.5 to 10. In
that range of n, optimum sound suppression was predicted for negative-reac-
tance values, In all cases, the criteria for judging the validity of the
computer runs was the balance of energy flux at section interfaces.

Figure 73 graphically depicts the peak suppression and associated opti-
mum resistance and reactance ratios as a function of r1 for the case of
single-element treatment. The negative optimum reactance ratio decreases
monotonically with increasing rt, i.e., with increasing frequency. It
decreases from about --0..1, at r, of 0.5, to -3.6 at an rj of 10. The. corres-
ponding resistance ratio increases moderately with Ti. Optimum suppression
of the uniform liner decreases markedly with increasing n.

Optimum suppression predicted for the two-segment treatment and the
associated liner segment impedance components are shown in Figure 74 as a
function of n. The optimum resistance of the upstream liner segment is
relatively small. Its value ranges from about 0.6 pc shown to 0.005 pc for
high values of n. The optimum resistance of the do[.mstream (second) liner
increases with Ti, i.e., it increases with frequency. The negative reactance
of both liner segments increase in absolute value with n. The absolute . value
of the reactance of the first segment increases at a faster rate than that
of the second segment. For n larger than 1, the negative reactance of..the
first liner segment is larger, in absolute value, than that of the second
liner segment. This suggests a smaller cavity depth for the first than that
of the second optimized liner segment.

The two--phase treatment optimum suppression also decreases with increase
in n. Its decrease, however, is not as monotonic as that of the uniform
treatment. The t-,ao-phase treatment suppression and the uniform treatment
suppression are compared graphically in Figure. 75. For all considered h
values the two--phase treatment suppression exceeds that of the single-phase
liner. The largest beneficial phasing effect of about 10 dB is shown for an
n of about 1.5, and about 1.0 dB for n values lower than 1,0.

At then values of 0.5 and 1.0 . there is little difference in impedance .
components between the optimized single--element and tiro--element configura-
tions. The optimization becomes extremely difficult in this n region due to
the high sensitivity of calculated suppression to small. changes (on the order
of 0.01 pc ,in the.impedance. From practical considerations, it appears doubt-
ful that liners could be manufactured to the tolerances required to take
advantage of the multiphasing effect for these low n values. Cases at these
low n'values were particularly prone to energy flux unbalances, requiring many
runs.to be. disr_arded. The cause of these mismatches. requires further
investigation.

^(12)Lester and Pose	 have determined an optimized suppression1 	p 	 curve for
a.two-element,_ equal-length liner configuration in a cylindrical geometry
duce. 'These curves exhibit a "knee" phenomenon in the two-element liner
configuration similar to that of Figure 75, such that the major multiphase
enhancement occurs in the midrange of n values.



o Table XII.	 Summary of Optimization Results for Several ni Values,

L1= L2= 45.72cm {18 Inches) Z /PC1
Z2 /pc

M = 0.3

L = L,+L2
L1-

L2 -^L/H 3.43

M &SOUND
Plane Wave Source

Uniform Liner Two-Segment Liner

f, Hz Z1/PC= 22 /PC . "	 - ^\dB^ Z1/P C z2/pc -pdB

650 0.5 0.31 -0.1i	 70.6 .32 -0.09 i 0.3 - 0.101 71.4

1303 1.0 0.65 -0.5i	 39.2 .60	 . 0.471 0.72-0.50i 41.4

2000 1.535 0.85 -1.0i	 22.6 .67	 -1.371 0.60-0.622 34.3

2606 2.0 0.90 -1.4i	 14.3 .50 -1.60i 1.20-0.901 22.9

6514 5.0 0.85 -2.452	 4.0 .005-2.901 1.00-1.751 G.I

13029	 10.0 1.40 -3.6i	 2.3 .05	 --4.401 2.00-3.00i 2.8

Zi/Pc - impedance ratio of upstream segment

Z2/Pc = impedance.ratio of downstream segment

::	 --AdB = suppression in dB's
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5.2 EFFECT OF SEGMENT LENGTH RATIO VARIATION

The conditions in this part of the parametric optimization investigation
were the same as those in the study of the n effect, except as noted below:

Duct height-to-wavelength ratio, 1 was 1.535.

to	 The ratio of the upstream liner segment length (Ll) to that of the
downstream segment (L2) was varied over a range of values from
1:7 to 2:1, holding the overall length, Ll + L 2 , constant. The
duct geometry is depicted schematically in figure 76.

e	 The source modal distribution was based on measured modal, infor-
mation from Configuration 4 at Mach 0.3. The modal expansion
coefficients used here (amplitude and phase) are shown in Figure 77.

e	 The five lowest transverse modes were used.

The effect of variation of the ratio of the lengths of the two liner
segments, with the total liner length kept unchanged, is summarized in.
Table XIII and shown graphically in Figures 78 and 79. In addition to the
optimized total suppression, Table XIII and Figure 73 show the associated
suppressions due to each of the two liner segments. The respective optimized
resistance and reactance ratios (impedance components) are also included in
Table XIII and are depicted graphically in Figure 79. Figures 78 and 79
show the respective calculated point values with the smooth curves drawn
through them. The uniform (single--phase) liner information included ir, Table
XIII and Figures 78 and 79 were taken from Table II. They were ob tainea for
a slightly different source modal input and seven transverse modes..

Table XIII and Figure 78 show an increase in total suppression with
increase in the liner segment length ratio from zero to slightly over one.

T he former corresponds to a uniform (one-segment) liner. The.length ratio
of one corresponds to equal lengths of the liner segments. Total optimum
suppression undergoes little change for the range of segment length ratios
between 1.0 and 2.0. It appears to have reached its maximum (ti 36.0 dB)
at the.segment length ratio of about 1.0, i.e., for the two liner segments
of equal lengths, as Table XIII indicates. Figure 78 shows that it is a.
broad suppression maximum and it extends from the point of Length ratio
(LI/L2) of 1 4 0 to about 1.25, at which the two liner segments have approxi-
mately the same..resi.stance. For liner . segment length ratio.above about ].25,
total suppression decreases with the increase in the segment length ratio.

Within the considered range, up to the Ll/L2 ratio of 2.0, the downstream
liner segment-suppression far exceeds.that due to the .upstream'segmen.t.
Even at the highest considered ratio of 2, i.e., when the upstream liner
segment is twice as long as the downstream segment, over twice as much
predicted suppression is due to the latter ('^, 24 dB) as that to the former
(^ 10 dB). The suppression due to the upstream liner segment :increases very
moderately with increase in its length at the expense of the length of the

lip
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Table XIII. Calculated Effect of Liner e'-pient Length Ratio Variation,

r

Z1/pc z2/Ac
L1+L2 = L 91 .44cm (36 Inches)

M = 0.3 ,

H/h ^ :1.535
I
h--am L

I
--i-^--	 -^L2

L/H - 3s43 M & SOUND
i

L 1 /L2 Z1/pC z2 /PC -AB -AB2 -LAB	 1

0* .90 -1.Oi .90 --1.0i - - 21.6

1/7 .04 -0.9i .75 -0.871 0.2 28.0 28.2

1/3 .17	 -1.171 .75 -0.77i 1.2 29.9 31.1

1/2 .30 -1.201 .75 -0.681 2.8 29.6 32.4

1/1 .60	 -1.201 .70 -0.5i 7.0 28.9 35.9

2/1 .77 -1.17i .60 -0.421 10.4 23.9 34.3

Uniform Liner
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downstream segment. In contrast, the suppression due to the downstream. liner
segment increases rapidly as the single-phase liner is replaced with the Lwo--
el,ement treatment, even though the first (upstream) element constitutes only
one-seventh of the length of the downstream liner segment. That increase
continues until the upstream segment length is about 25% of the total treat-
ment length, i.e., is about one-third as long as the downstream liner panel.

The optimized liner segment resistance and reactance ratios are shotm
graphically in Figure 79. The optimized reactances of both liner segments
are negative for the considered segment length ratios. The optimum resistance
of the upstream segment increases with its length, i.e., with the increase of
the Ll/L2 ratio. The optimum resistance of the downstream segment decreases
very moderately with the decrease in its length (L2), i.e., with the increase
in the Ll/L2 ratio. The two resistance curves intersect at an Ll/L2 ratio of
about 1,25. As already mentioned, this resistance value appears to be quite
close to the maximum suppression of the Ligo-element treatment at the considered
conditions.

The optimum reactance ratio of the upstream segment is larger, in absolute
value, than the corresponding reactance ratio of the downstream panel. This
indicates a smaller core depth for the upstream liner segment than that for the
downstream segment in an optimized two-phase . liner configuration.



SECTION 6.0

/' nATr'T TTC rnTTe

An analysis for calculating the propagation of acoustic waves in rectan-
gular flow ducts has been developed to be used in conjunction with in-duct
modal measurements. The method has been used to design and test a t^4To-element
optimized treatment configuration.

It has been shown that duct acoustic modes can be measured successfully
in engine environment flora and sound conditions, and used to accurately pre-
dict sound attenuation for various treatment configurations in the presence
of many modes. Of the five treatment configurations tested, the prediction
was quite close for two cases, but an undetermined source of error caused
overpredictions in the other three.

The discrete frequency optimum liner designs were found to possess very
narrow suppression. peaks; being quite sensitive. to variations in impedance
components or modal content. This is true for both single-element and two
element optimum treatment designs. The sensitivity to impedance components.
and modal content implies a strong dependence of peak suppression on frequency
variations, as well. At the design Mach number, the measured third-octave
suppression data for Configurations 4 and 10, however, indicated an enhance-
ment of broadband suppression for the two-element liner as compared with
suppression bandwidth curves for single-element liners obtained by normal
design procedures, but whether the enhancement was great enough to warrant
using the two-element design for suppression at a single frequency is
questionable.

The highest measured narrowband suppression came within 10 dB of the pre-
dicted optimum peak suppression of about 36 dB. The combined effects of
changing source modal characteristics and the inability to precisely achieve
optimum impedance components accounted for this difference. The two effects
can be considered to contribute a roughly equal amount to the loss in peak
suppression. The results of the sensitivity studies indicate that the pre-
diction technique correlates well with the measured suppression within the..
uncertainty caused by expected errors in the impedance components. Thus, the
analysis has been shown to be adequate for the purposes of analytical parametric
studies,

The narrowband attenuation obtained for Configuration 10 is likely to be
as close as the predicted discrete frequency optimum can be approached in
practical cases. It will be quite difficult to achieve the predicted high
suppressions within 5 to 10 dB due to the "sharpness" of the attenuation peaks
near optimum, particularly at lower u values. In future studies, it will
prove more useful to develop this approach for b roadb^
than refine . the discrete frequency development.



The results of the analytical study indicate that the two-element liner
offers enhanced suppression over a single-element liner with the same total
length. The most practical use. of this enhancement occurs over an approximate
range of frequency parameter rL {H/7Q from 1 to 5. For the considered condi-
tions, the maximum increase in suppression for the two-segment treatment com-
pared to the single-element treatment was predicted to occur at an T1 value of
about 1.5. Analysis of the computer runs indicates that the primary two-
phase mechanism causing the enhanced suppression at this rt value is modal
redistribution from one plane to the next. The effect of energy reflection at
the interfaces is negligible.

Comparison of the experimental results for Configurations 7 and 8, with
the same panels in reversed positions, indicate that the two liners do work in
conjunction with one another. Tfie design of the upstream treatment section is
dependent on the design of the second; that is, one could not optimize the design
of the first section for a given modal input, then use the output of the first
section to optimize the design of the second section and expect to get the
maximum suppression of both sections taken together. The optimization studies.
have indicated that several sequential iterations on both sections are
necessary before the overall suppression converges to the peak value. The
studies have indicated that, holding all other parameters except the two
liner impedances constant, there is a unique set of the four impedance com-
ponents which maximizes overall suppression.

Results of the analytical parametric studies have shown that maximum sound
attentuati.on due to a two-segment liner of a given length depends upon the rela-
tive length of the liner segments. optimum suppression increases with increase
from zero to slightly over one in the ratio of the length of the upstream
liner segment to that of the downstream segment. Maximum optimized suppres-
sion is attained at or slightly above the segment length ratio of 1.0, i.e.,
when the two liner segments are approximately of the same length., For the
considered conditions, up to the L l/L2 ratio of 2, the downstream liner seg-
ment suppression by far exceeded the suppression. due to the upstream segment.

The modal content of the duct source varies rapidly with frequency for
pure tone excitation. Further investigation is needed to determine whether
the change of . the source modal content with frequency and in the presence of
different treatment configurations was just a characteristic of the rectangu-
lar duct apparatus or whether it is of significance in engine ducts as well.

The analytical prediction procedure using measured modal content has.
been shown to be an adequate design device for discrete frequencies. in
future studies, it is recommended that the method be adapted for predictions
over a broadband range of frequencies. This would be of particular importance
in investigating such effects as the enhanced high frequency two-element liner
suppression measured in this study. It would be useful for the developmE^nt
of broadband treatment design criteria.
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SECTION 8.0

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A- -	 modal expansion coefficients
M

{

kj
A =	 modal solution vector at plane j

C speed of sound in stationary medium

Cj =	 A+ + A.

E-(m,n) =	 modal energy flux

f -	 frequency, Hz

F =	 general function

H -	 duct height

i =

Iz -	 the axial component of the acoustic intensity vector

k -	 the wave number in free space

Q =	 liner cavity depth

M =	 axial flow Mach number

n -	 index indicating type of boundary condition

NM =	 number of transverse modes in the expansion

p (x, z, t) =	 the acoustic pressure at point (x, z) and time t
{Q1 =	 the stacked modal source vector

R/pc =	 resistance ratio

R+(3+1) =	 reflection matrix at plane j + 1 of the forward
traveling wage'

S(w	 ) =	 r	 -	 t	 1 d	 i,x	 c ass spec ra. ens ty

[S]	 - the-system matrix

t	 = time
t

tp	= face plate thickness

T	 transmission matrix from plane j to plane j + 1 for
the forward propagating wave

U .	mean flow velocity in the axial direction

[II]	 = uniform section transmission matrix
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Concluded)

vZ =	 axial component of acoustic velocity

x,z =	 Carthesian Coordinates in two-dimensions

X/pc -	 reactance ratio

Z/pc =	 impedance ratio

R =	 admittance ratio

ym =	 eigenvalue of the M-th transverse mode

6 -	 empirical liner hole end correction

611 -	 the Kronecker Delta

n = II/^ =	 duct height-to--wavelength ratio

K- -	 axial propagation constant for the M-th mode
m

A =	 wavelength

p,R p -	 density of air

o -	 faceplate open area ratio

am =	 real part of propagation constant, mth mode

Tm -	 imaginary part of propagation constant, mth mode

0m -	 M-th mode e.igenfunction

)^±j _	 vector of eigenfuncti.on at plane j

W =	 27f = circular frequency

V =	 the Laplacian Operator

Subscripts and Superscrits

j,j+l =	 axial station indices

m =	 transverse mode number

p =	 referring to probe

r =	 referring to reference microphone

T =	 designating a transpose matrix

r -	 superscript sign denoting the direction of wave
propagation

* =	 designates complex conjugate

< > =	 brackets designating time average,

I.




